
Food Service Email Script 

FIRST CONTACT 

Hi [NAME], 

My company, [COMPANY NAME], works with food service providers like you to wirelessly automate refrigeration monitoring 
and record-keeping. 

Our solutions can significantly improve HACCP compliance while saving you tens of thousands of dollars every month in 
costs associated with manual monitoring. 

I have attached some information for your review but would love to introduce you to our solution in person and offer you a 
free 30-day trial. 

When can we set up a quick, 10-minute call to discuss? 

Best, 

[YOUR SIGNATURE] 

[ATTACH RELEVANT INFORMATION] 

FOLLOW UP EMAIL 

Hi [NAME], 

I just wanted to follow up on the information I recently sent about our automated remote refrigeration monitoring solution. 



Our solution has helped countless food service providers like you to improve HACCP compliance and save tens of 
thousands of dollars every month by: 

o Significantly reducing costs and errors associated with manual monitoring 

o Ensuring accurate, around-the-clock compliance reporting 

o Preserving inventory quality, safety, and integrity 

o Instantly notifying you of unexpected equipment failures 
Let’s set up a quick, 10-minute call to discuss your monitoring needs. When are you available? 

Best, 

[YOUR SIGNATURE] 

FOLLOW UP EMAIL (MORE INFORMATION/PRINTABLE RESOURCES) 

Hi [NAME], 

It was great speaking with you today about your temperature monitoring needs. Based on our conversation, I’ve included 
some additional information and useful resources about our IoT solution for your review below. 

Brochure 
Find out how our solution can help solve your monitoring needs while delivering significant time and money savings. 

Product Features Deck 
Learn about all of the features that make our comprehensive solution stand out from the rest. 

Pricing 
Our solution starts at only $30 per month, which includes installation, privacy and security, and 24/7 asset protection. Here’s 
our pricing breakdown: 

https://reseller.iotinabox.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Food_Service_brochure_nb.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XZTayBQcDpy6qRfC3USstC7UTaJxCJi1/view?usp=sharing


o $30 cellular gateway per month 

o $10 per month per sensor 

o $30 per month management fee 
 

LoRa Technology 
Our solutions are deployed using LoRa Technology, which offers unparalleled long-range wireless coverage up to 15KM 
and low-power battery life that typically lasts up to 3 years. Unlike most other sensors, our sensors can be placed directly 
into refrigeration units for real-time, accurate temperature and humidity monitoring. 

Customer Success Story 
See how automating temperature monitoring enables food service providers to keep perishable foods safe for consumption. 

NIST Calibration Certification Presentation 
NIST calibration certificates are available for our 500+ sensors. 

View a Sample NIST Calibration Certificate 

We are working on certification pricing and will send this information to you as soon as it becomes available. 

Privacy and Security  
We support the highest standards of privacy and security. Check out how we protect data from end to end. 

If you have any additional questions or would like to speak with me further about the solution, please let me know. 

Thank You, 

[YOUR SIGNATURE] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0h-LtyT1G4
https://reseller.iotinabox.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/IoT-in-a-Box-NIST.pptx
https://reseller.iotinabox.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Temp-Sensor-Sample-Cert-Level-3.pdf
https://reseller.iotinabox.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/myDevices-Security-and-Privacy_0818.pdf

